
Sensory Approach In 

Mental Health  

Creating environments for the Reduction 

of Seclusion and Restraint  



The SPI-method. 

Sensory Processing Program and 

Intervention. 

 

 Inspired by the U.S. 

 They got their force down with 54% on a 

psychiatric unit in the Boston. 

 They use accreditation on their units. 

 

 

SPI method. 



The SPI – method. 

 Its developed in co-operation with syddansk 

sundhedsinnovation, where we for one year 

was working on this project. we where half 

time working on the project and  the other half 

in our ordinary jobs. 

 For 2 month we had a Pilot test in 

Augustenborg hospital in a psychiatric unit. 

 The unit had room for 17 patients. 

SPI method 



 Assessments   

 Sensory profile adult test and Observation 

test. 

 

 Online platform with our indikator tool, SIT: 

 

 

SPI method 



SPI method 

The SPI – method. 

 



SPI – Care. 

Education 

Audit 

Support 

Less Force 

A short time 

Of admission 

Fewer 

readmissions 

SPI method 



SPI Management 
SPI metoden 

•Current audits and education. 

•Rapports every 3 month. 

•Yearly audits and current  

 courses. 

•Certification. 

•Akkreditation. 

 



Sensory Profile  

 We tested 30 out of 155 patients at the 

psychiatric unit.  

 All 30 of them had a score out of the normal 

area. 

 80% of them shows symptoms at more than 

one modulation. 

 Indikation: 20% of the patients has difficulties 

with adapting/response to the stimuli they got 

in every day life. It affect them to the extend 

where they can be exposed for restrain. 

 

 



Sensory Profile 

 Because the troble the patients haveing 

adapting to their neurological threshold, we 

know they experience: 

 Anxiety. 

 Fysical restlessness. 

 Sleeplessness/insomnia. 

 Cognitive difficulties. 

 Aggressions. 
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SPI-project. 
SPI metoden 
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Example of Successful SI 

Intervention: Ann 

     

    Ann is a 25 year old woman with a manic-
depressive disorder and suffers also from anxiety. 

    She is been admitted because of potential suicide 
and has the last few days been using drugs. 

 

    Warning Signs: Ann starts to wander around the 
department. She bangs her body to the wall and 
doors many times. She says she want a guard 
because she is afraid to be alone. 

 

 

SPI method 
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Example of Successful SI 

Intervention: Ann 

Effective Strategies:   

    Ann was tested (Reisman and Hanschu). She gets a 

combination with extra medicine and sensit chair 

because her aurosal is too high and she would not be 

able to sit in the sensit chair without some medicine 

to calm her down. – so therefore a combination. 

Obstacles:  

    None. 

 

 

 

SPI method 



 

Individual sensory profil: 

SPI method 

Ann 



 

Individual sensory profil: Ann 

SPI method 
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Example of succesful SI 

Intervention: Joe 

Joe:  

    Is a 30 year old man  from Bosnia, who  lives at         

home. He is admitted because he is psychotic, he 

does not eat, live isolated in his home and there is 

almost no contact with his parents. His BMI is 16, 

which is classified underweight. 
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SPI method 
Example of succesful SI 

Intervention: Joe 

                                    Obstacles: 

    He does not eat the food that is served in the unit. 

The psychiatric staff is very worried for him, but 

there is also a disagreement, What ever he has to 

eat in the dining room with the other patients or 

that he eats in his room and only eat the food that 

his mother provides for him. Bottles of water, 

chips and bread.  
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Example of Successful sensory 

intervention: Joe 

Effective Strategies: 

  He was tested(sensory profile); that shows his 

 difficulties adapting to his neurological threshold on 

 on all four modulations. 

 He can eat at his room. 

 Let him be in his room with the curtains down. 

 Let him use his i-pod or putting cotton-wool in his 
ears. 

 Introduce him to the sensit-chair. 

 5 min. walk in the park. 
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Example of Successful sensory 

intervention: Joe 

SPI method 

Benefits: 

 He gained 7 kg in the 3 weeks he was admitted at 

 the hospital. And in the end he is able to sit in the 

dining room and eats the food that is served. 

When he is discharged he tells the doctor his looking 

 forward to taste his moms cooking form 

 Bosnia. 

Prevented that their had to been used restrain in the 

 eating situation because of his low BMI.   

 



SPI method  

Individual sensory profil: Joe 



SPI method  

Individual sensory profil: Joe 
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Example of Successful Sensory 

intervention: Susanna 

  

 Susanna is a young girl is admitted with potential 

 suicide, she has restlessness uneasy thoughts. In the 

 start of her admission, she isolates herself in her room. 

  

Effective Strategies: 

She gets tested and she gets introduced the sensit-chair 

because of her anxiety and her fysical restlessness. 

SPI method 



Benefits: 

Susanna tells the staff that she is convinced that she 

has overcome her restlessness and uneasy thoughts 

much faster because af the sensit-chair. 

 

She used the sensit-chair in the living room with the 

other patients and that helped her to be more social 

and be able to think she could manage on her own. 

Example of Successful Sensory 

intervention: Susanna 

SPI method 
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Individual sensory profil: Susanna 

SPI method 



 

Individual sensory profil: Susanna 

SPI method 
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Example of Successful sensory 

intervention: Brian 

  

  

  

 
 

History:     

 Is a 35  year old man with a history of lifelong 

 institutionalization  in a secured unit. He has a 

 conviction to stay in treatment otherwise he gets 

 admitted to psychiatric Hospital. 

He hasn`t taken his psychiatric medicine that includes 

 treatment for assaultive behavior. And has been using 

 drugs just before he is admitted with the police. 

 He is fixated with belt around his stomach, hands and 

 feeds.   

SPI method 
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Example of Successful sensory 

intervention: Brian 

Obstacle: 

He is held fixated in the next few days from one hour 

to the next. He is easily agitated although he is in the 

 protected part of the unit.  

In the unit there is a large window into the office and 

every time there is movement in the office his notice 

it.  It comes to an situation where he is very 

angry because there are two staff members in the 

 protected unit instead of one. 
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Effective Strategies: 

 Closing the curtains down to the office where 

there is a lot of staff coming in and out of the door. 

 And in the situation when the staff can`t talk him 

“down”. I give him a ice cream. That changes his 

modulation. 

 

 

    

 

Example of Successful sensory 

intervention: Brian 

SPI method 



Benefits: 

 No use of restrain. 

 No use of  extra staff. 

 The unit had a quiet weekend. 

Example of Successful sensory 

intervention: Brian 

SPI method 



Stella is a 60 year old woman hwo has be drinking 

prior to her admission. She is using sedatives, has 

anxiety and is lonely. 

  Anxieus 

 Fysical restlessness 

 Ask for  to be restrained. 

 1 day: gets more agitated. 

 2 day: throw rocks at the windows and was 

restrained. 

 

Example of a  Unsuccessfully 

sensory intervention: Stella 

SPI method 



Obstacles: 

She is restrained on and off for 1,5 month. Everytime 

she gets better she cant´have a caretaker around and 

she degenerate. 

 

Obtions: 

 More ”warm hands” 

 Change of culture in the unit.  

Example of a Unsuccessfully sensory 

intervention: Stella 

SPI method 



 

 

SPI 2013 - 2016 
SPI metoden 

 
       Research project and  a multicenter study   


